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are x=fiAa, $=pBa, z=pCa.   The centre of gravity of the surface coincides with that of the volume.
(3)   If  r*Ys = Ax* + By* + Cz* + Wyz + 2Ezx + 2Fxy, the moment of inertia
about the axis of z is ~—g- (l-pC+5pYQ), and the product of inertia about the
axes of x, y is —— . -r- @F.
It follows from this example that when the origin is placed at the centre of gravity of the volume the term Y1 is absent from the equation. When the constant a is so chosen that it is equal to the radius of the sphere of equal volume, the term Y is absent.
To obtain any of these results, we proceed as follows. Let M be the volume P1 = cos^, &c., then Mzz=ftr*drdw.z--=fyr4d(oPl. Substitute for r, expand and use Art. 289. The result is ^7ra4/3iy, where F/ is the value of Yl at the extremity of :the axis of z and in the small terms this is C. Similarly the moment of inertia is tfr*drdu. r2 sin2 0—fer5dw. $ (1 - P2). We then proceed as above.
Ex. 2. The polar equation of a nearly spherical surface is r = a (l + j8Pw) where ! i i                                        8 is a small quantity whose powers above the second may be neglected. Prove that
i     |  j                                                                                                              '                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        O
j , i                                       .the area of the surface exceeds the area of a sphere of radius a by 2?ra2/32. n~+n+2?
-except when ?i=0.                                                                                [Math. T.]
Ex. 3.   Prove that the surfaces r = a (1 + /3YX),   r=a{ 1 + p (F0 + Yl + F2)}, where the square of /3 can be neglected, are respectively a sphere and a conicoid.   The      // coordinates of the centre are the same as those of the centre of gravity already found.
294. Attraction of a spherical stratum. A thin heterogeneous stratum of attracting matter is placed on a sphere of •radius a. It is required to find its potential at any internal or .external point.
Let p be the surface density at any point Q of the sphere, do-;an element of area at Q; $, <p the polar coordinates of Q, then ^cr= sin Bd6d$>. Let P be the point at which the attraction is -.required, and let the coordinates of P be (r, 6', <£').
If R be the distance between the points Q and P, the potential of the whole stratum at P is V = fpda/R. Let p be the cosine of the angle between the positive directions of the radii vectores OQ and OP, then J22 = a2 -f r-- 2apr'.
If the point P is inside the sphere, r' is less than a, and we may expand l/R in a convergent series of ascending powers of r'ja. If the point attracted is outside the sphere, we must expand in powers of a/r. Since R is a symmetrical function of a and r we have
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